FROM: DIRNSA
TO: CNO

SECRET SAVIN

B11-79

SIGINT REFLECTIONS OF NORTH KOREAN CAPTURE OF USS PUEBLO

A. MY 3/0/KCJ/R05-68, CHANGE 1, 242217Z

B. YOUR 241459Z JAN

C. MY 232323Z JAN, 3/0/KCJ/R05-68

1. GRID COORDINATES PASSED BY NORTH KOREAN SUBCHASER NUMBER 35 AND TORPEDO BOATS HAVE BEEN CLOSELY RECHECKED AND FOUND TO BE AS REPORTED IN REF C WITH THE FOLLOWING EXCEPTIONS BASED ON EVALUATION OF ADDITIONAL DATA FOR THE TORPEDO BOATS:

Ø350Z 39-20N 127-41E - CHANGE TO READ Ø350Z 39-20N 128-03E
Ø530Z 39-23N 127-50E - CHANGE TO READ Ø530Z 39-23N 127-56E

2. ABOVE CORRECTIONS MADE IN SIGINT PRODUCT (REF ALFA)

CONCUR: B

M/R: Reference requested recheck and confirmation of North Korean vessel positions during USS PUEBLO incident. Same request received in B05 by phone from Department of State and referred to B11 for action.